DECLARATION OF KATE CLARK, ESQ.

I, Kate Clark, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declare as follows:

1. I make this declaration based on my personal experience at JFS working with noncitizen children and families subject to the Title 42 Process since the process came into effect in March 2020. JFS and other nonprofits and advocacy organizations, in conjunction with San Diego County and State of California health authorities, have worked hard to develop effective systems to receive migrant asylum seekers.

2. We have now built infrastructure to test, quarantine, and provide other necessary services to migrants shortly after they enter the United States. In my opinion, these operations are scalable if the federal government were to invest serious resources, similar to what the government did to build capacity to house increased numbers of unaccompanied children during 2021.

QUALIFICATIONS

3. I am Senior Director of Immigration Services and Lead Immigration Attorney at Jewish Family Service of San Diego (“JFS”). Among my responsibilities is coordinating our organization’s services for migrant refugees who are released from Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) custody so that they can seek immigration relief in the United States.

4. I have been with Jewish Family Service for 11 years. Previously, I have held different roles in the nonprofit and social services sector, including Director of Immigration Services, Senior Attorney, and Immigration Attorney within the Immigration Services division at JFS. At Jewish Family Service, I supervise a staff of approximately 100 staff between the legal services and humanitarian shelter operations.

5. JFS receives migrants directly from immigration custody. They often come directly from Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) after being swiftly processed for release into the United States near the border, immediately after the migrants’ entry. The migrants we serve are a mix of families with young children and single adults.

6. JFS operates one of two major “hubs” in the San Diego area that receive migrants. Our hub receives migrants who are coming through the San Ysidro port of entry, which is located near San Diego, California. The migrants coming through the port of entry fall into a number of categories, including noncitizens processed via exemptions from Title 42, noncitizens who were formerly forced to wait in Mexico for their removal proceedings under the Migration Protection Protocols, and other noncitizens
who DHS has paroled into the United States for various reasons. We also receive some migrants who have sought to cross unlawfully through the port.

7. Catholic Charities operates the other major receiving hub. Their hub focuses on noncitizens who cross the California-Mexico border between ports of entry, and are apprehended by U.S. Border Patrol. Between our two hubs, I estimate that we have the capacity to receive approximately 250-300 migrants per day and currently receive that amount per day.

8. JFS’s hub is located in a hotel. We have chartered a set of buses that moves back and forth all day from the San Ysidro port, which transport migrants from the port to our hotel hub. One set of buses is for those migrants who have not been tested prior to coming to the port; the other bus runs are for those who have already tested negative before coming to the United States. Once a migrant arrives at the hub, and if they have not already been tested before crossing, we test them for COVID-19. We also test those noncitizens who have been tested, but are currently showing symptoms for COVID-19. We use a PCR test, which typically returns a result within twelve hours.

9. If the migrant tests negative, or has already been tested and is not showing symptoms, they stay in a room at our hub while we help them travel to their ultimate destination in the United States. While they are staying at our hub, we provide food, shelter, hygiene, medical, case management, and legal services. We also help make travel arrangements. Such migrants typically stay at our hub for about two to three days, before they leave for their next destination.

10. If the migrant tests positive for COVID-19, the County of San Diego requires those noncitizens to quarantine for approximately 10 days. The County provides special hotel spaces for quarantine. I estimate that the County has reserved several hundred hotel beds for migrants to quarantine, and is working on developing more capacity.

11. After the migrant leaves quarantine, they return to our hub, where we provide them the services described above, and help them move onto their next U.S. destination.

12. We also offer the vaccine to all migrants who come through our hub. We offer both the Johnson & Johnson one-shot vaccine, as well as the Pfizer two-shot vaccine.

13. Both JFS’s hub and Catholic Charities’ hub also receive migrants who are transferred to the San Diego area via so-called “lateral flights.” These flights are comprised of migrants who are apprehended in other locations along the U.S.-Mexico border, typically in the Rio Grande Valley region of Texas. Based on my observations, and reports from the migrants themselves, CBP packs migrants onto these flights without any testing or safety regimens. Some number of migrants on each flight are then expelled back to Mexico via the San Ysidro port, and the remainder are allowed into the United States and then eventually reach our hubs. Thus, by packing untested
migrants into flights and later into short-term BP detention facilities in the United States, CBP puts them at risk.

14. As described above, JFS and other organizations in the San Diego area have developed a range of systems to ensure that migrants can be processed both safely and efficiently as they move on to their next destination in the United States. We have developed these systems in conjunction with the State and County’s public health authorities, and ensure that our systems are consistent with public health guidance. We have built up these systems via a mix of FEMA Emergency Food and Shelter Program funding, private funding, and public-private partnerships with local agencies. For example, we receive tests and vaccines from the State of California.

15. Unfortunately, we have developed these systems without the meaningful assistance of the federal government, aside from the emergency relief funding which has been provided through FEMA. The federal government could do much more to plan or develop major infrastructure by investing in community-based support services along the entire border to provide respite or transitional shelter to individuals and families upon arrival to the U.S. and facilitate and fund transportation to their destinations within the U.S., all in a manner that complies with federal, state, and local public health guidelines and prioritizes the humane and dignified reception of newly arrived individuals.

16. In my opinion, the federal government could scale up operations like ours by channeling money and resources to local agencies with proven track records, or even building up their own physical and other infrastructure to receive migrants. We have recently seen the federal government conduct such operations to help unaccompanied migrant children who are now exempt from Title 42. In response to increased numbers, the federal government moved swiftly to stand up additional shelters and facilities in California, and instituted testing and quarantine regimes for all unaccompanied children in federal custody. This example shows that the government can conduct such operations when it is willing to devote the resources to doing so.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States and California that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on: August 10, 2021, in San Diego, California, United States.

Signature: Kate Clark